Abstract. This paper focuses on the structural stability and strength of smart grid. Power sources (generator systems) are very important in a power system and has Lorenz property. So in this paper, researched the dynamic property of multi-resources based on complex networks theory. We obtained that a system will have been a different stability under different coupled parameter, even change the stability of solutions of states different single Lorenz system via simulating. The result will be helpful in planning power grid and researching power grid stability.
Introduction
The transmission of power grid is also an unstable signal transmission carrier, which can easily lead to widespread power failure [1, 2] . To solve the new problem comes from large-scale power grid, America Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) imposed develop smart grid on 2003. Then some countries in Europe proposed the same think as EPRI on 2005. From then on the "smart grid" became a new focus research hot, and attracted lots of researchers to do work about it [3, 4] . Many grid are large scale and complex as power grid in real world such as society relationship net, transportation grid, communication net and so on [5] . So some researchers addressed study smart grid based on complex networks theory, and published many research articles [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In [14] , Lorenz proposed Lorenz's form when he researched the gradient model of air temperature, got the first chaos of the world of research. Although the chaos system born of air system, who exists in many area such as communication system, generate system, laser system, etc. In [15] , constructed a chaos model via research permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG), illustrated PMSG system will be chaos under some one conditions by simulation, and the chaos status same as Lorenz chaos. The contributions in [16] analyze attractor character of coupling generators, stability and positive definite system through adaptive control algorithm. Ref [17] addressed coupling generators model and analyze its non-linear character, and obtained the relationship between the resist parameter and non-linear character.
Above all, synchronous generators have the Lorenz system specialty who exist many real world, so we research coupling systems characters use Lorenz system. In this article our research aim to the dynamic specialty of coupling generators and the effect of the strength of coupling to dynamic character of coupling systems. We do this work use complex networks theory. Our research results will benefit to power system planning in the future.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 complex networks theory be introduced; Section 3, we will introduce Lorenz system; some simulations will be gave in section 4; conclusions will be gave in section 5.
Complex Networks Theory
Complex star networks dynamic model [18] as follow Eq.1: 
t ae t e t e t N e t ae t e t e t j N
T N e t e t e t e t   . Suppose the degree of the node i is i l , adjacency matrix is ij R , according to Eq.1 we can get:
Then rewrite Eq.1 get Eq.4.
Lorenz System Model
Lorenz system can be described as Eq.5 [17] :
And divide Eq.5 we can obtain Eq.6. 
Where,
Simulation Single Lorenz System Chaos Character
For Eq.6, when a=10, b=8/3, c=28, original value is (1, 2, 3) , system Eq.6 is chaos as shown Fig.1 . In [19] obtained Lorenz system's bifurcation conditions, and some proved process were shown in [16] . But here we get a different equilibrium point with them by simulation. The parameters are a=2, c=4, b=3, original value is (1, 2, 3) , then the equilibrium point is (3, 3, 3) , as shown Fig.2 .
Next we will focus on two Lorenz systems.
Two Coupling Lorenz System Simulation
The section we will focus on the effect of coupling strength to systems dynamic characters. Suppose Lorenz's status are described as Eq.7. According to Eq.1 if N=2,
, a=1 in Eq.4, then we can obtain coupling system dynamic forms as Eq.8. Then use Eq.7 to solve Eq.8 under s=2,
, original values are (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), simulation result as Fig.3 . Two systems will get the same equilibrium point after several times wave. When we increase s from 2 to 5, the result was shown as Fig.4 . We have got better performance. When increase s to 12, the system stability solve takes place great change such as Fig.5 and Fig.6 . According to the simulation results we obtain the perforance compare 
Conclusion
Construct smart grid has been new goal of power industrial under the situation of new technology, energy diversity and complex large-scale system. How to do perform the engineering is the focus of researchers, engineers. In this cituation the paper proposes study coupling energy systems use complex networks theory, so that discover that two coupling systems will be what kind of dynamic property with different couping strength. Throught simulating with two Lorenz systems, results show that two positive systems will change its equilibrium point with changing the couping strength, even through take place phase diverse. This conclusion will help for power grid planning.
